
Programme

VIP Incentive Trip 

INCENTIVE TRIP TO BHUTAN



BHUTAN

A Buddhist kingdom on the Himalayas’ eastern edge, Bhutan is a land of monasteries, fortresses (or dzongs) and dramatic

topography ranging from subtropical plains to steep mountains and valleys.

Bhutan often referred to as ‘Land of the Thunder Dragon’ or ‘The last Shangri La’ on earth, is undoubtedly one of the most

isolated nations in the world. Spectacular mountain terrain, varied flora and fauna, ancient Buddhist monasteries, and

magnificent landscape have made it an exceptional tourist destination.

Let Tappas surprise you to a mystery called Bhutan!
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Morning Afternoon Dinner

Day 1

. Arrive Paro International Airport

. Special Welcome with Tashi Khaddar 

. Drive to Thimpu. 

. Enroute stop at Chuzom, the confluence of 

Thimphu and Paro rivers

. Check in at Hotel

. Lunch at the Hotel

. Visit Buddha Point 

. Group Picture at Buddha Point

. Watch the sunset while sipping Tea / Coffee at 

Buddha Point

. Evening Walk in the Local Market

. Dinner at the Hotel

. Option: Talk by an expert on Bhutan’s 

Cultural Heritage including Gross 

National Happiness. 

Day 2

. Early morning  visit Changangkha Lhakhang 

. Tshewang Ceremony 

. Option : Picnic Breakfast after the Ceremony

. Breakfast at the hotel

. Option 1: Visit the Choki Traditional Art School. 

Interact with the Director/Students 

. Participate & learn the art of traditional thangka 

Paintings

. Visit the Post Office for personalized stamps

. Option 2: Hike to Dodedrak Village

. Lunch with the Monks

. Lunch at the Hotel

. Option 1: Enjoy the traditional Bhutanese Hot 

Stone Bath

. Option 2 : Visit Tashichho Dzong

. Option 3 : Hike to Cheri Goemba, Bhutan's first 

monastery

. Visit the Weekend Market  (starts around noon on 

Friday and ends on Sunday afternoon)

. Dinner with a prominent Bhutanese 

local family 

SUGGESTED ITINERARY



SUGGESTED ITINERARY

Morning Afternoon Dinner

Day 3

. Breakfast at the Hotel

. Drive to Punakha

. Stop at Simtokha Dzong

. Enroute stop at Dochula Pass

. Option : Hoisting of Prayer Flags followed by Tea 

/ Coffee / Snacks at Dochula Pass by the group

. Option : Down Hill Bike (Bicycle) Ride

. Arrive Punakha & Check in

. Lunch at the Hotel

. At Leisure – Spa / Pool 

. Option: Visit Punakha Dzong

. Option: : Interaction with the Nuns at the 

Nunnery

.. Dinner at the Hotel

Day 4
. Breakfast at the hotel

. Option 1:  Biking to Sonagasa Village

. Option 2: Hike to Chimmi Lhakhang

. Lunch at the Hotel

. River Rafting . Dinner at  the Hotel



SUGGESTED ITINERARY

Morning Afternoon Dinner

Day 5

. Breakfast at the Hotel

. Drive to Paro

. Arrive Paro & Check in

. Option: Archery Competition with lunch

. Lunch at the Hotel

. Visit Rinpung Dzong

Visit the Neyphug monastery & interact with the 

Head Lama 

. Dinner at the Hotel

Day 6 . Breakfast at the hotel

. Hike to Tiger’s Nest

.  Lunch at Taktsang Cafeteria

. Evening Option: Enjoy the traditional 

Bhutanese Hot Stone Bath

. Dinner at  the Hotel



SUGGESTED ITINERARY

Morning Afternoon Dinner

Day 7

. Breakfast at the Hotel

. At Leisure 

. Option 1: Hike to Kili Gompa Nunnery

. Option 2: Hike to Dzongdrakha

. Lunch at the Hotel

. Option: Visit a Traditional Farmhouse. Lunch at 

the Farmhouse

. Option: Visit  Kyichu Temple; The ruins of 

Drukgyel Dzong

. Bhutanese Theme Dinner

. Traditional Bhutanese dress for the 

group

. Cultural Dance & Mask 

Performance

. Prayer Flags & Pillow Gift

Day 8

. Breakfast at the hotel

. Departure Transfer



Suggested Hotel Option 



THIMPHU LODGE, AMANKORA

Thimphu Lodge Amankora is situated in a blue-pine forest in the upper reaches of Motithang area of Thimphu Valley. The Hotel

is close to the capital’s sights and shopping, while remaining a quiet retreat away from the Kingdom’s main commercial center.

The hotel was designed by acclaimed Australian architect, Kerry Hill, to resemble a Bhutanese dzong, or fortress. The walls are

thick, high and built of dry-stone and earth-plaster, and rooms set out like monks’ quarters in double-storey wings. The feel is

simple and authentic with lots of stone, wood & glass, and clean, contemporary wooden furnishing in muted shades. As well as

a stone courtyard housing Buddhist prayer wheels, there’s an outdoor veranda and fire pit.

The 16 Guest Suites combine a bedroom and lounge. The suites feature a bukhari or wood-burning stove and have views

across a landscaped courtyard or of a stream and pine forest. The open-plan, wooden-clad suites are cozy and comfortable.

Thimphu’s signature treatment is a hot-oil Ayurvedic head massage. Facilities include three treatment rooms, a steam room and 

changing areas













DHENSA BOUTIQUE RESORTS

Dhensa Punakha is a luxury 24-suite boutique hotel located in the Punakha Valley in Bhutan. Dhensa means 'Heavenly Abode'

in Bhutanese. The resort enjoys a wonderful location surrounded by thick pine forest overlooking the valley, village houses and

paddy fields. It is surrounded by plentiful walking and trekking trails. Dhensa Punakha marries contemporary design with this

Himalayan Kingdom’s ancient and alluring ways. At the core of the Dhensa Punakha philosophy lies the sense of innocence and

peace that permeates everything about Bhutan.

There are six cottages containing the suites, spread out on different elevations throughout the property linked by granite stairs,

all offering fabulous views over the valley. The cottages blend Bhutanese architectural traditions with simple modernity, blending

understated white-washed walls with classic Bhutanese roofs. The 45 square metre rooms themselves are light, airy and

minimalist with neutral white tones and lead to large bathrooms containing a free-standing bathtub and separate shower. They

all have small private balconies.













AMANKORA, PARO

Hidden among pine trees with mountain streams running through the property and views of Jhomolhari, the second highest

mountain in Bhutan, Amankora Paro is located approximately 2,520 meters above sea level.

The suites feature natural rammed-earth walls, gently sloping roofs and wood-panelled interiors with a king-size bed, a

traditional bukhari (wood-burning stove) and a large terrazzo-clad bath. The views take in Drukyel Dzong and stretch to 7,300m

high, snow-capped Jhomolhari and beyond. The 24 suites are similar in design. There are six blocks with four suites each, two

on the ground floor and two on the upper floor.

Built in the style of a modern dzong of a mix of clay-coloured earth-packed walls and handsome dry-stone walls, the lodhe has

an outdoor patio for sunny lunches and a firepit around which to enjoy evening drinks.













DAY 1

Arrive Paro / Thimphu /

Buddha Point 



ARRIVE PARO

The flight to Paro is one of the most spectacular in entire Himalayas. Flying along the Himalayan range from Kathmandu or
over foothills from Kolkata, the journey offers fascinating views and an exciting descent into the Kingdom. Bhutan’s first gift to
you as you disembark from the aircraft will be cool, clean fresh mountain air.





TASHI KHADAR

You will be welcomed on arrival with a Tashi Khadar, a white scarf symbolic of good luck and fortune.



DRIVE TO THIMPHU; ENROUTE STOP @ CHUZOM

Drive to Thimphu (55 KMs - 1.5 Hrs).

Enroute stop at Chuzom, the confluence of
Thimphu and Paro rivers. For many traditional
Bhutanese this confluence is considered the
union of a father and mother river. Paro Chhu
represents the father and is sometimes called
the Pho Chhu, Wong Chu represents the
mother and is sometimes called the Mo Chhu.
Because Bhutanese traditions regards such a
convergence of rivers as inauspicious, there
are three chortens here to ward off evil spells
in the area. Each chorten is in a different style
– Bhutanese, Tibetan and Nepali.

Shortly before reaching Chuzom, you will see
Tschogang Lhakhang, “the temple of the
excellent horse”. It is a private temple, built in
15th century, as the result of visitation from
Balaha, the excellent horse, a manifestation of
Chenrezig, the compassionate Buddha.



VISIT BUDDHA POINT

It is locally named Buddha Point but the actual name is Kuensel
Phodrang. It is called the Buddha point because the largest statue of
Buddha in the country sits there. This massive statue measures 51.5
meters, making it one of the largest statues of Buddha in the world.
The statue is made of bronze and is gilded in gold. 125,000 smaller
Buddha statues have been placed within the Buddha statue. Each of
these thousands of Buddhas have also been cast in bronze and
gilded.





WALK IN THE LOCAL MARKET

Perhaps the smallest capital in the world; and definitely the only capital city in the world which does not have traffic
lights. Instead, the very few intersections are mandated by policeman standing inside a small booth while directing traffic.
Thimphu is a juxtaposition of ancient tradition and modernity.

Home to about 100,000 residents, including the Royal family, Thimphu, the largest and the capital city of Bhutan has to be one 
of the most interesting city in the world.

Situated at an elevation of 2,320m, at the western central of Bhutan, Thimphu defies the typical expectation of what a city is
supposed to be. Though there are few high rise residential buildings. However none of the infrastructures are too grand or too
elaborate to contradict the ambiance of so called Last Shangri-La. The streets are clean and never crowded, the people are
friendly and above-all else the air is fresh. There are no neon lights and no giant billboards, as if every road, every building,
every human inhabitations blends perfectly well to the sky, the streams, the valleys, and the mountains.

Enjoy an exploratory walk around Thimphu main street and market area to understand the dynamics between Bhutanese
keeping their customs and traditions against the influence of a changing world.







TALK ON BHUTAN’S CULTURAL HERITAGE

Bhutanese culture and Buddhist influence go

hand-in-hand. The influence of religion is highly

visible in every day life and is a major reason for

Bhutan’s spiritual and cultural legacy. The

hundreds of sacred monasteries, stupas,

religious institutions, prayer flags and prayer

wheels make Buddhism a faith that nowadays

still is very alive and probably always will be in

the kingdom.

Not only this makes Bhutan a very authentic

country; it is also because of the traditional

woven garments the people wear, the typical

robust yet refined architecture and the

splendid cultural festivals which are steeped in

Buddhism.

All of these combined make Bhutan into a unique

cultural setting.



TALK ON BHUTAN’S CULTURAL HERITAGE

All religious ceremonies and rituals are

regularly performed, with reverence for

all of life. All Bhutanese families go on a

pilgrimage on auspicious days, offering

prayers and butter lamps to the gods of

the Himalayas. National and regional

festivals coincide with the seasons,

happening all year round.

Bhutan might globally be a small country,

yet it holds a very strong identity and

unity. The rich cultural heritage is

strongly promoted by its government.

Although modernisation is slowly making

its way most of Bhutan's people still live

quietly in small remote villages. The

predominant way of life are small family

farms and Bhutan’s number one

occupation is being a farmer.



TALK ON BHUTAN’S CULTURAL HERITAGE

Bhutan measures prosperity by gauging its citizens' happiness levels, not the GDP. Gross National Happiness is a term

coined by His Majesty the Fourth King of Bhutan, Jigme Singye Wangchuck in the 1970s. The concept implies that sustainable

development should take a holistic approach towards notions of progress and give equal importance to non-economic aspects

of wellbeing.





DAY 2

Tshewang Ceremony/ 

Weekend Market/

Dinner with a Prominent Family



VISIT CHANGANGKHA LHAKHANG 

The temple is one of the oldest in Thimphu. Built in the
12th century, this popular fortress-like temple and monastic
school is perched on a ridge and regularly hums with
pilgrim activity. The monastery houses Chenrizig, an 11-
headed, thousand-armed manifestation as the central
statue. There are enormous prayer wheels to spin and even
the prayer books in the temple are larger in size than usual
Tibetan texts. From the temple courtyard, there a is
fascinating view of the Thimphu valley.

Parents traditionally come here to get auspicious names for
their newborns or blessings for their young children from the
protector deity Tamdrin. Children are blessed by
a phurba (ritual dagger) and given a sacred thread.

We will organise a Special Tshewang Ceremony for the
group at Changangkha Lhakhang. This is a special prayer
ceremony that is conducted by a team of monks and is
aimed at peace, prosperity, good health and happiness. The
guests will light a butter lamp at the monastery alter.





VISIT CHOKI TRADITIONAL ART SCHOOL

The School is unique in many ways. It is the only private institute in Bhutan training students in the traditional arts. It is non-profit
and provides free teaching, food and lodging, for all students. As long as they are able to work, graduates of the school will have
a livelihood they can use anywhere in Bhutan, and even in other parts of the world.

Interact with the Director / Students. Participate & learn the art of traditional thangka Paintings





VISIT THE POST OFFICE

One of the most interesting things that you can do in
Bhutan, is to get your own personalised stamps at the
National Post Office in Thimphu.

We would recommend that all the group members carry
a passport size picture for this. We will also give them
post cards. Imagine their friends’ and family’s pleasant
surprise when they send home a postcard with their
face on the stamp

The first personalized stamps template sheet was
issued by Bhutan Post on 6 November 2008 on the
occasion of the coronation of King Jigme Khesar
Namgyel Wangchuck that day, while at the same time
the celebrations were held for 100 years of monarchy in
Bhutan. The sheet carries the text Coronation and
Centenary Celebrations 2008. There are three rows of
four stamps each. Each stamp is framed, which
provides a blank space for the printing of a personalized
picture, drawing or logo





HIKE TO DODEDRAK

Few hikes are as rewarding in terms of scenic beauty and insights of Buddhist architecture, craftsmanship and mysticism as
the half day hike to Dodedrak; a beautifully situated, magical monk village established around a mysterious 12th century
temple. Here you will not only find true tranquility, but also impressive art in form of original 900-year old paintings, remarkable
mandalas, and the history of Dodedrak told in the form of a painted stone wall shaped like the images themselves.

Join the monks for lunch and make sure to take plenty of time to let the mystery of Dodedrak reveal itself before you return to
the real world.

When you are ready to leave this magical place behind, you will set off on the same trail that led you here until you again
reach the chorten. From here, follow the upper trail which will lead you gently down towards Dechhencholing Goemba and the
Queen Mother’s Palace.

 Difficult Level: Moderate

 Duration: 5 hours

 Attractions: Scenic beauty and insights to Buddhist architecture

 Thimphu town to Dodedrak : 10 minute drive to starting point, 2 – 3 hours climb up, 1 ½ hour down, total 4 – 5 hours.





TRADITIONAL BHUTANESE HOT STONE BATH

The traditional Bhutanese hot stone bath, known
as Dotsho in local language, is an exclusive
experience. The therapists heat the river rocks and
then send them down a chute to the bath water
where they crack and steam, releasing key
minerals and relieving deep set aches.

The Traditional Hot Stone Bath is an important part
of Bhutanese life and has been practiced for
centuries as a medicinal soak.

Many Bhutanese believe that the bath helps in
curing joint pains, helps in relaxing and other
medical problems.

The alchemy behind Bhutan’s hot stone baths
draws on both Indian Ayurveda practices and the
traditional Tibetan medicine of 7th Century





VISIT TASHICHHO DZONG

Tashichho Dzong, is a Buddhist monastery and fortress located along the western banks of the Wang Chu river. The fortress
has been the seat of the "Druk Desi", or the Head of Bhutan's civil government since 1952, and also serves as an office for
many of the government's ministries. The fortress is located adjacent to the Dechencholing Palace, the Palace housing the
Royal Family of Bhutan. Originally built in 1216 by Lama Gyalwa Lhanangpa, the fortress has been destroyed twice, once by a
fire in 1771, and again in 1897 by an earthquake, and has been rebuilt and expanded multiple times over the course of its 800
years of history.





HIKE TO CHERI GOMPA

Cheri Monastery is considered very sacred as it contains the remains of Tempi Nima, the father of Zhabdrung Ngawang
Namgyal. Zhabdrung built the monastery in 1620 in memory of his father and spent three years in strict retreat at the
monastery and it’s a renowned meditation place even today. The first community of monks in Bhutan was established
here. The monastery is now a major teaching and retreat center of the Drukpa Kagyu sect, and serves as the monastic school
for study of Buddhist Philosophy and other Buddhist studies.

The hike begins from the small village of Dodena. Cheri monastery is one hour uphill hike from Dodena. The trail starts by
crossing a traditional cantilever bridge over the Wang Chu. You can perceive some stunning work of Bhutanese architecture
before the main zigzag trail to Cheri. The hike is through the shades of pines and firs.

 Hiking time: 2:30 hours

 Altitude: 2950 m

ifficulty level: Easy





VISIT THE WEEKEND MARKET

Thimphu’s weekend market is by far the largest domestic market for the farmers in Bhutan. Farmers come from all over the
country to sell their farm products in the market. With its wide assortment of fresh, organic produce, the Farmer’s Market has
become a favorite spot for tourists and a recreational place for people from all walks of life.

Vendors from throughout the region arrive on Friday afternoon and remain until Sunday night. It’s an interesting place to visit,
where village people jostle with well-heeled Thimphu residents for the best- and cheapest- vegetables and foodstuffs. This is
the only time that fresh produce is easily available and the shopping is enhanced by the opportunity to catch up on the week’s
gossip.

Depending on the season you may find potatoes, onions, numerous varieties of chillies, red and white rice, buckwheat, flour,
cauliflowers, cabbages, lettuces, eggplants, asparagus, peas, squash, yams, several kinds of mushrooms and ferns, strange
species and herbs. Fruits come from local orchards and from the south of the country. You will find oranges, apples,
pineapples, bananas, mangoes, apricots, peaches and plums. If you wander off into one corner of the market, you’ll find an
odoriferous collection of dried fish, beef and balls of datse (homemade soft cheese that is used to make sauces). During the
winter, you can even pick up a leg of yak (with the hoof still attached).





DINNER WITH A PROMINENT BHUTANESE FAMILY

This evening will be spent with one of the prominent families of Bhutan. It is an opportunity to interact with the local family,
and experience the local culture, traditions, way of life. You will get chance to discuss and interact with family and local
guests in an informal friendly atmosphere on subjects like Bhutanese Buddhism, environment and ecology, textiles,
festivals. Basically the dinner venue sets an interesting and convenient platform to know more about Bhutanese natural &
cultural heritage within a short span of time.



DAY 3

Thimphu / Punakha

Dochula Pass

Punakha Dzong



DRIVER TO PARO; VISIT SIMTOKHA DZONG

The name Simtokha literally means “Atop a Demon” and the legend associated with the dzong’s construction tells us that it
was built in order to subdue an evil spirit that was harassing travelers in the region.

Simtokha Dzong officially known as Sangak Zabdhon Phodrang (Palace of the Profound Meaning of Secret Mantras),
Simtokha Dzong was built in 1629 by Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal. It is often said to be the first dzong built in Bhutan. In
fact, there were dzongs in Bhutan as early as 1153, but this is the first dzong built by the Shabdrung, is the oldest that has
survived as a complete structure, and is the first administrative facilities. It is the home of the Institute for Language and
Culture Studies; the students are both monks and lay people.

The site is said to have been chosen to guard over a demon that had vanished into rock nearby, hence the name Simtokha,
from simmo (demoness) and do (stone). Conveniently, the site is also an excellent location from which to protect the
Thimphu valley and the valley leading to the Dochu La and eastern Bhutan. The dzong is about 60m square and the only
gate is on the south side.





VISIT DOCHULA PASS

Dochula pass is located on the way to Punakha from Thimphu. Dochula pass offers a stunning 360 degree panoramic view
of Himalayan mountain range on a clear day. The view is especially scenic on clear, winter days with snowcapped
mountains forming a majestic backdrop to the tranquility of the 108 chortens gracing the mountain pass

Known as the Druk Wangyal Chortens - the construction of these 108 chortens was commissioned by the eldest Queen
Mother, Her Majesty Ashi Dorji Wangmo Wangchuk. The pass is also popular spiritual destination for both locals and
tourists because an important temple is located on the crest of Dochula pass.

The pass is about 45min from Thimphu and about 2 and half hour from Punakha.

We will organize a Special Hoisting of Prayer Flags at the Pass by the group.

Tea / coffee and snacks can also be organized with spectacular views of the Himalayan ranges on a clear day









DOWN HILL BICYCLE RIDE 



VISIT PUNAKHA DZONG

This was the second dzong to be built in
Bhutan and it served as the capital and seat
of government till the mid-1950s. It's
arguably the most beautiful dzong in the
country.

Built strategically at the junction of Pho Chhu
and Mo Chhu rivers in 1637, by Shabdrung
Ngawang Namgyal, Punakha Dzong has
played an important role in Bhutan's history.
Damaged by four catastrophic fires and an
earthquake, the Dzong has been fully
restored by the present King.

It measures some 600 by 240 feet and has a
six-story, gold-domed tower. Inside are
courtyards and religious statuary that hint at
the depth of history and spiritual tradition that
is embodied here.









VISIT THE NUNNERY

Perched on a ridge amid pine trees and overlooking valleys of Punakha and Wangduephodrang, gleams the magnificent
structures of Sangchhen Dorji Lhuendrup Lhakhang (Temple).

The temple houses a 14-foot main bronze statue of Avalokiteshvara (Chenrigzig chagtong chentong). Other statues include
those of Guru Padmasambawa, Gautama Buddha, Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyel, Tsela Namsum, the 21 Taras and Tsepamay
(Buddha of longevity). The Avalokiteshvara statue, one of the biggest in the country, was the handiwork of entirely local
Bhutanese artisans.

Meanwhile, the nunnery complex, consisting of 70 rooms, initially started with 41 nuns. The complex also houses a permanent
higher learning and meditation centre for nuns where, apart from religious trainings, it provides life skill training such as
tailoring, embroidery, statue making and thangka painting





DAY 4

Biking/ Hiking

River Rafting



BIKING TO SONAGASA VILLAGE

Located in idyllic countryside of Punakha about 7 KM from Khuru town, the place is well known for the birding and

biking. One can enjoy the magnificent view of the Khamsum Yulley Namgyel chorten which is built by the queen mother and

is dedicated to the king and well-being of all Bhutanese.



HIKE TO CHIMMI LHAKHANG

The temple, flanked by hundreds of prayer flags, sits on the

edge of a picturesque plateau, at the periphery of fertile rice

fields. Chimi Lhakhang is dedicated to Lama Drukpa Kunley

(also known as the Divine Madman) and is popular among

childless Bhutanese couples as a temple to seek blessings

for fertility. The hike up to the temple is around 20 to 30

minutes as the trail cuts through a flat paddy field and gentle

slope.

Thousands of people visit Chimi Lhakhang either to pray for

a child who are childless or to seek protection for children

that they already have.

The lhakhang has in it’s display a 10-inch ivory, wood and

bone phallus as well as the bow and arrow supposedly used

by the Divine Madman – Drukpa Kuenley himself hundreds

of years ago. While Chimi Lhakhang is renowned for

its fertility blessings, locals come to the lhakhang to get a

name for their child by picking up random bamboo slips

placed in the altar inscribed with names of boys and girls.





RIVER RAFTING

Embark on a rafting expedition to Pho Chu river. Pho Chu, with its approx 16 km course with about 15 rapids of class 2- 4 is

the most popular for rafting in Bhutan. During this meticulously organized river rafting trip, you journey through the most scenic

and secluded miles featuring incredibly blue water, breath-taking alpine scenery, sighting world’s rarest birds and amazing

rapids on the backdrop of striking 17th century Punakha Dzong (Monastery cum fort).





DAY 5

Punakha / Paro



ARCHERY COMPETITION 

Archery is the national sport of Bhutan and every village has its own archery range. High spirited competitions, usually
accompanied by a banquet, are a part of all festive occasions. Using bamboo bows a team of archers shoot at targets only 30
centimeters in diameter from a distance of 120 meters. Each team has a noisy crowd of supporters who, as well as encouraging
their own side, try to put off the opposition. Archery competition are among the most picturesque and colorful events in the
country and are the integral part of all festivities. Inter-village rivalry is common throughout the Kingdom and this rivalry is no
more fiercely expressed than during annual archery tournaments.

Lunch served at the archery venue





VISIT RINPUNG DZONG

One of the finest example of a Bhutanese
monastery, this Dzong hosts the Paro Tsechu i.e
festival of masks.

Paro Dzong's full name is Ringpung Dzong, which
means "the fortress of the heap of jewels". The
Dzong has a long and fascinating history. Along the
wooden galleries lining the inner courtyard are fine
wall paintings illustrating Buddhist lore such as four
friends, the old man of long life, the wheel of life,
scenes from the life of Milarepa, Mt. Sumeru and
other cosmic Mandala.

Paro Dzong ranks as a high point of Bhutanese
architecture. The massive buttressed walls that
tower over the town are visible throughout the valley.
It was formerly the meeting hall for the National
Assembly and now, like most dzongs, houses both
the monastic body and district government offices,
including the local courts. Most of the chapels are
closed to tourists but it's worth a visit for its stunning
architecture and views







VISIT NEYPHUG MONASTERY 

The Neyphug Monastery is perched very high up on the Himalayan Mountains near Paro. This charitable organization that
supports a monk community with a 450-year Buddhist history, is relatively unknown and rarely visited. The Monastery was first
built in 1550. However it was severely hit by an earthquake and work is now underway to restore this historic site back to it's
original glory. This monastery is the principle seat of the Neyphug Rinpoches. In the 8th century, Guru Padmasambhava foretold
that one of his disciples would be reborn as the first Neyphug Trulku Rinpoche, and thus blessed the site of the monastery for all
the Neyphug Rinpoches to come. The current Rinpoche or “precious teacher” is the ninth reincarnation, and one who presides
over the monastery, its projects as well as the spiritual and temporal needs of the lay community.

The Neyphug school is led by Neyphug Trulku Rinpoche, the founder of the school. In 2005, he returned to Bhutan as Professor
of Buddhism and saw much suffering among the poor. Daily life is rugged and those living in remote areas have little means of
support, surviving under extreme poverty and threats of chronic illness. The children of these regions often live without basic
health care and education. Thus living in poverty almost always means that the harsh reality of Today will repeat itself Tomorrow.

The Rinpoche is a spiritual leader as well as an energetic administrator with a strong sense of purpose. His long days are
devoted to overseeing the monastery properties and expanding its facilities, supervising the welfare and education of orphaned
and abandoned children, rehabilitating the lives those who have gone astray, and setting them on the right spiritual path.

Interact with the students and the Head Lama (subject to availability)





DAY 6

Tigers Nest



EXCURSION TO TIGER’S NEST

This most famous of Bhutan’s monasteries is perched on the side of a cliff 900m above the Paro valley floor. It is said that

Guru Rinpoche arrived here on the back of a tigress, and meditated at this place, hence the monastery is also called ‘Tiger’s

Nest’. This site, which has long been recognized as a most sacred place, was visited by Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal in

1646, the religious and temporal ruler of Bhutan. It is a place of pilgrimage which Bhutanese try to visit at least once in a

lifetime. In April, 1998 a fire severely damaged the main structure of the building but now it has been fully restored to its

original grandeur.

The hike to the monastery can be broken down into various stages. The first stage is the trek to the cafeteria (where lunch will

be served later today) which is situated on a rocky outcrop across a ravine from the monastery. This leg of the trek takes

approximately 45 to 60 minutes.

The 2nd stage of the walk is from the cafeteria to the lookout opposite the monastery. This leg takes close to one hour.

The 3rd stage is the trek/climb down the 475 steps in the cliff face to the bottom of the ravine which crosses over a stream and

waterfall before the path again ascends another 300 odd steps to the entrance of the monastery. Once here you should be

able to enter into the monastery and view the cave where Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal meditated (cameras are not allowed

inside the monastery). The visit and climb to the entrance and back to the lookout will take approximately one hour.

Though the climb is steep, the journey is most worthwhile on account of the superb views enroute and especially from the

cafeteria viewpoint itself. (Ponies can be arranged for this excursion)









DAY 7

Hike /Farewell Dinner



HIKE TO KILA GOMPA NUNNERY

Kila Goempa nunnery or Chele la Gompa is located on the cliffs below Chele pass at about 3,500m. There are around

seven small temples and several retreat huts built into a dizzying sheer Cliffside, where between 30 to 70 nuns live in

self-imposed isolation. They rarely get visitors, as the hike up from the main road takes almost an hour each way,

through forest and steep slopes. The drive till Chele la pass from Paro is around 35km and takes around one and half

hour. There are great views from here of Paro valley below, a view of Jele Dzong across on the far ridge and also seen

to the north, are Mt Chomolhari and Jichu Drake on a clear day.





HIKE TO DZONGDRAKHA

Dzongdrakha Goempa is located in a village called Bondey in Paro district. This Goempa is often called mini Taktshang

as it is built on a cliff above the village. Dzongdrakha is translated as ‘Temple on a cliff’ in Bhutanese terminology. It is

located at an altitude of 2227 meter. Dzongdrakha Goempa is a secondary example of a cliff-side temple.

From the little town of Bondey, near the airport, walk for about ½ an hour to Dzongdrakha, a group of temple monastery

with retreat center overlooking the Paro Valley. The temples are situated on the cliffs above the terraced fields of

Bondhey. The temples were built in the 16th century by the first local king, Chogay Dragpa. The four temples are

dedicated to Tara, Tsheringma, Guru and Jowo Jampa.

Dzongdrakha was first built by a local king called Chogay Dragpa in the 16th century. It is believed that when Guru

Rinpoche first came to Bhutan, he first landed at Drakarpo and then Dzongdrakha. It is one of the many places

mediated by Guru Rinpoche.

A visit to Dzongdrakha is a combination of history, heritage, trekking, pilgrimage and adventure. Dzongdrakha village

also has many other small temples where we can visit as well when we go there. A Walk through this beautiful small

village will let us experience the Bhutanese lifestyles. It will also make one realize that most of the women of that

villages are working in the field to earn their daily bread. On the other hand, most of the men are fully ordained monks

or lay monks who don’t take vows of celibacy called Gomchens.

Level of Difficulty: Medium





VISIT A TRADITIONAL FARMHOUSE

The beauty of Bhutan is embellished by cluster of quaint farm houses. Bhutanese farm houses are very colorful,
decorative and traditionally built with mud and stones and without the use of single nail. All houses follow the same
architectural pattern. A visit to Farm House & interaction with locals is very interesting and offers a good glimpse into the
lifestyle of village folks.





KYICHU TEMPLE; RUINS OF DRUKGYEL DZONG

Kyichu Lhakhang is one of the oldest and most
beautiful temples. The temple is popularly
believed to have been built in 659AD by King
Songtsen Gampo of Tibet, to pin down 'the left
foot of the supine Ogress', which was thwarting
the establishment of Buddhism in Himalayas.
Kyichu is said to be one of the main 12 temples of
the 108 temples that were built overnight across
Tibet and borderlands. The temple was adopted
by different sects and many important Buddhists
teachers spent time here and unearthed
concealed teachings (terton).

14km from Paro, stand the ruins of Drukgyel
Dzong. This dzong was built in 1649 by
Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal in a location
chosen for its control of the route to Tibet. The
dzong was named Druk (Bhutan) gyel (victory) to
commemorate the victory of Bhutan over Tibetan
invaders in 1644. One of the features of the dzong
was a false entrance that lured the returning
Tibetan invaders into an enclosed courtyard
during a second attack.







FAREWELL DINNER

Enjoy a Bhutanese Theme Dinner.

You will be enthralled by the Cultural Dance Performances as well as the Masked Dance Performance. All Bhutanese art,
dance, drama and music has its roots in the Buddhist religion. The music of Bhutan is an integral part of its culture and
plays a leading role in transmitting social values. Traditional Bhutanese music includes a spectrum of subgenres, ranging
from folk to religious song and music. Dances are performed wearing ornate costumes and masks; each aspect of the
dance has a symbolic meaning.

If there’s one typical thing for Bhutanese cuisine, it’s that the Bhutanese love it spicy! Chilies are not considered a

seasoning, but a true valuable vegetable. Therefore traditional Bhutanese food is lavishly spiced with dried or fresh red

and green chilies. Which is exactly why, while in Bhutan you ought to try the national dish of Ema Datshi,, consisting of

Ema (chilli) cooked in Datsi (cheese). This recipe has spun into numerous variations: Kewa Datsi (potato and cheese),

Shamu Datsi (mushroom and cheese). We will keep the spice levels low for the group

Red rice, which is extremely nutritious and similar to brown rice, forms the main chunk of most meals in Bhutan. It is pale

pink, soft, and slightly sticky after cooking, and comes along with one or two side dishes containing meat or vegetables.

Pork, beef and chicken are eaten regularly, while commonly eaten vegetables include spinach, pumpkins, turnips,

radishes, tomatoes, riverweed, onions and green beans.







FAREWELL DINNER : PRAYER FLAGS

Prayer flags are colorful rectangular pieces of

clothes inscribed with prayers, mantras and auspicious

symbols. Buddhists believe that the prayer flags generate

spiritual vibrations that are released when blown by the wind

and the prayers are carried in the air like silent prayers.

Prayer flags come in horizontal or vertical forms. Horizontal

ones called “Wind Horse” are the more common and come in

set of five 5 flags in 5 different colors. Each color represents

the 5 basic elements: blue for space, white for air, red for fire,

green for water and yellow for earth. Buddhists believe that

balancing these elements brings harmony to the environment

and good health to the body and the mind.

We will give a set of 5 Prayer Flags to each member to

write their wishes. They can then hang these during

dinner with a chanting by the Monks to bless them



TRADITIONAL COSTUMES



PILLOW GIFT: LUCKY SIGNS

We will gift each member with the eight auspicious signs from Bhutan. This set of symbols is very popular in Bhutan

and you will find them in dzongs, temples, monasteries, home and offices. It is also known in Sanskrit as 'Ashtamangala',

ashta means eight and mangala means auspicious and they carry special meanings. These 8 symbols are

- The Protection Parasol symbolizing the wholesome activity of preserving beings from illness, harmful forces & obstacles

in this life.

- The Golden Fish representing the emancipation of one's consciousness from all suffering and thereby leading to eventual

spiritual liberation.

- The Great Treasure Vase symbolizing a long life, wealth and prosperity.

- The White Lotus represents purity of the body, speech and mind and the blossoming of wholesome deeds in blissful

liberation. The fully-opened lotus represents the fully-awakend mind and the flower bud represents Buddha-potential.



PILLOW GIFT: LUCKY SIGNS

- The Right-Turning Conch representing the spread of the teachings of the Dharma & an awakening from the slumber of 

ignorance.

- The Endless Knot, an auspicious geometric diagram, which symbolizes the unity of wisdom, great compassion and the

illusory character of time.

- The Banner of Victory which stands for the complete victory of the Buddhist doctrine over death, ignorance and all the

negativities of this world.

- The Wheel of Dharma representing the Dharma and Shakyamuni himself; the wheel symbolizes the turning of the wheel of

Buddha's doctrine both in teachings and realizations enabling us to experience the joy of wholesome deeds and liberation.



DAY 8

Departure



INTERNATIONAL DEPARTURES



THANK YOU


